
RED ARROW REPORT

The Red Arrow r.roup which is owned and operated by the Red
Arrow Gold r,orporation, comprises thirteen patented lode mining
claims, one patented Mill site, and twenty six unpatented lode
mining claims; all situated in the California Mining District,
Montezuma County Colorado, on the north rim of the ~ast Mancos
Canyon at an elevation of approximately 9000 feet above sea level.

The Red Arrow deposit occurs in the Morrison and Entrada
formations of Upper Jurassic age. The vein is a fault fissure
which displaced unaltered sedimentary measures, along the strike
of their regional dip, and has a course of N.88 E. with a south
dip of about 70 degrees where developed.

A rather well founded speculation as to the history of the
deposit, may be as follows: Faulting, Infiltration and Deposit-
ion of primary ore minerals, with later oxidation forming second-
ary products; Readjustments on the fault; and intermediate
oxidation of the deposit in zones or massive sandstone wall rock.

The close affinity of gold and sulfides is significant
mineralogically. The gold occurrence is quite phenomenal and
associated with microscopically determined sulfide minerals, whose
order of deposition appears to be as followsj viz: Pyrite, Barite,
Sphalerite, Tetrahedrite, and Chalcopyrite. Ores contain relative-
ly large proportions of gold to sulfides; oxidized zones showing
only small amounts of free sulfide minerals.

Early discovery of a very rich gold horizon on number 1 level,
( the original opening on the vein) led to the belief that this
zone was particularly suited to the deposition of massive native
gold; and tha t the oxidized areas below this level contained more
uniformly disseminated gold values.
These conclusions are correct with the exception that development
of the vein on deeper levels: 150 and 275 feet below number 1 level,
has disclosed ore bodies likewise containing large pieces of native
crude gold. .

The Red Arrow vein is developed at present on three levels
which are: Red Arrow #1; Red Arrow #2; and Outwest #1. (see sketch).
Red Arrow #1 level is a drift on the vein extending westerly, 1100'.
Red Arrow #2 level is a drift on the vein, 150 feet below #1 Red
Arrow. This level is reached by a cross cut, and extends 700 feet
on the vein.
Outwest level #1 is a drift on the vein 115 feet vertically below
Red Arrow #2 level. This development is not on Red Arrow property.

Commercial ores are being produced from all three levels.
Total vertical development of the deposit to date is approximately
300 feet.
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ground.

Approximately 16,000 tons of vein material have been mined to
date, and of this amount; 1267 tons of selected, assorted crude
ores were shipped to smelters; 24 tons of rich ores containing
crude gold were amalgamated at the property prior to mill install-
ation; 4564 tons of selected ores were milled. Total gross
production of March, 1941; $ 287,494.87. (See production schedule).

Metallurgy of ores is relatively simple. Mill heads are
screened, washed and hand picked; crushed and ground to the correct
consistency for Jig, Blanket, and Flotation concentration. Jig
concentrates, and high grade ores containing crude gold are amal-
gamated directly, and retort sponge is shipped to the U.S. Mint.
All other concentrates are shipped to smelters, and rejected lower
grade tonnages are stored in dumps and s topes for possible future
trea tment •.

General Statement

The Morrison and Entrada formations in the East Mancos area
are composed of the following sedimentary beds, whose local class-
ification and approximate thickness at the Red Arrow, is as follows:

MORRISON

MCELMO FORWlliTION--------------------500 ' Alternating sandstones
and shales. Highly enriched
in Red Arrow near the base,
with variable enrichment in
higher measures. Productive
in May Day mine near base.

UPPER LAPLATA SANDSTONE-------------275 I Massive white, cross bed-
ded sandstone. Productive in
Red Arrow and May Day mines.

RED SHALE ABOVE THE LIME------------110 ' Alternating red shales
and sandstones. Undeveloped
at Red Arrow; very productive
in May Day mine.

LAPLATA LIME (BASE OP MORRISON)-----218' Gray to black massive
unfossiliferous limestone.
Highly enriched in May Day and
Idaho Mines; undeveloped at
Red fArrow.

ENTRADA

LOWER LAPLATA SANDSTONE-------------150 I Massive white, cross bed-
ded sandstone. Chief productive
horizon in Idaho Mine; undevelop-
ed at Red Arrow.
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The Red Arrow depos it was opened near the base of the MeElmo
formation; extremely rich gold and silver ore bodies were discover-
ed in this horizon, which is apparently the transition zene between
the McElmo and Upper Laplata formations.

Dewnward continuation of commercial values extending into the
Red Shale horizon, has been demonstrated on Outwest level #1; which
is q75' below Red Arrow level #1.

A cross cut is being driven by lessees of the Outwest Mining
Company to develop the Laplata Lime horizon, which was very product-
ive in the May Day and Idaho properties. This development is about
375 feet below Red Arrow #1 level, and if conditions conformable to
the May Day and Idaho deposits are encountered; a zone of great
enrichment should be disclosed.

The Red Arrow vein is in a primary stage of development; altho
commercial ores have been produced over a vertical range of 300 feet on
the vein where developed. No explorationof the "Red Shale", "Lime",
or "Lower Caplata" horizons has been conducted up to the present time.

Deeper development of the vein vertically, if on Red Arrow
property; should be conducted by crosscutting to the vein at a lower
point, or by shafting. LongitUdinal development to open stoping
ground, and to determine the extent of the deposit, should be done
in driVing both Red Arrow levels westward on the vein.

Reference has been made to the May Day and Idaho deposits, by
reason of their geological similarity to the Red Arrow. The im-
portance of horizonal significance has been repeatedly demonstrated
in all three of these properties; therefor, strict examination of all
horizons in a practical way should be made at the Red Arrow in the
development of commercial ores.
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